
HOW TO WRITE AN EMAIL ASKING FOR A JOB INTERVIEW

3 different sample email messages to request an informational interview with people you know and people you don't
know.

My work has helped [challenge 1 the organization might have, e. Read the rest of the email and advice from
Berkeley Law School. Expanding on Your Skills Focus on your core competencies and professional skills.
Thank you, rcole email. Any other email templates or formats work for you? Or, you need to send an email to
invite an applicant for a job interview. Example: Thanks in advance for your favorable consideration. Limit to
two paragraphs and include a proposed timeframe for a phone call or coffee meeting. The examples above
apply to an expert in partnerships or fundraising, but if you work in communications or program management
you can probably identify challenges in those departments, too. I won't be asking for a job -- only for
information. I am excited to learn more about the opportunities at XYZ Company and look forward to
discussing the role in greater detail. Before diving in, a quick refresher on the rules of good email: Short
emails get responses; long emails get archived. Thanks again, ramirezh email. My area of concentration in law
school has been labor law, and I would greatly appreciate the opportunity to meet with you briefly to discuss
the practice of your specialty. You should have a contact who knows the hiring manager and who has told you
the organization is looking for your expertise. Then, you follow up your congratulations with proof of your
expertise and prior accomplishments. Smith: Thank you for taking the time to meet with me this past Tuesday.
When asked questions about your own career path Align information from your resume with the job
description to make natural connections. And, without a good reason, I'm not likely to open up attachments
from someone I don't know and trust, given how much malware is distributed that way. Emailing Someone
You Know to Ask for a Referral Often this is much easier to do in person, as at the end of the informational
interview. Keep it to one paragraph indicating that you are still interested in the job and looking for an update.
If not, please let me know so that I can arrange time off for the interview. To refresh your memory, I am
changing careers, from being an accountant to being a fashion merchandiser. At your convenience, please let
me know when you have openings in your schedule. Also mention your interest in an interview. So, MJSmith
Since you were so pleased with the consultation we had a while back about your business, I am hoping that
you would be so kind as to write a LinkedIn recommendation about my business expertise that I can share
with others. Be sure that your enthusiasm for the position and the industry are apparent. We look forward to
seeing you. Start with the name of the person who interviewed you. The recipient will NOT need to figure out
what job is being targeted. I've heard great things about [these employers or these jobs], and learning more
about them will be very helpful. More concise is appropriate for most cases.


